
note12: Otober 28, 2008 1Gauge theoriesGauge theory is a peuliar quantum �eld theorywhere the Lagrangian is invariant under the so alledloal gauge transformations. The transformationsform a Lie group whih is referred to as the symmetrygroup or gauge group of the theory. For eah groupparameter there is a speial vetor �eld, alled gauge�eld, whih helps to make the Lagrangian group in-variant. The quanta of the gauge �eld are alledgauge bosons. If the symmetry group is ommuta-tive, the gauge theory is alled abelian, otherwise itis alled (surprise, surprise) non-abelian or simplyYang-Mills theory.The good old QED happened to be a gauge theorywith the group U(1). Then it turned out that onlygauge theories an be renormalized and therefore theStandard Model had to be a gauge theory, thoughin order to inorporate more gauge bosons the gaugegroup had to be a bit higher than U(1). It turnedout SU(2) and SU(3) �t perfetly for the weak andstrong interations orrespondingly.Example: quantum eletrodynamisQuantum eletrodynamis (QED) is a theory of theeletron/positron (bispinor) �eld  oupled to theeletromagneti (vetor) �eld A� with the intera-tion Lagrangian �j�A�, where j� = g � � is theonserved urrent (g is the harge of eletron).The QED Lagrangian,L = � �i(�� + igA�) �m �  � 14F��F�� ; (1)is invariant under the loal gauge transformation,�  !  0 = eig�(x) A� ! A0� = A� � ���(x) : (2)where �(x) is an arbitrary salar funtion (and alsothe group parameter). The transformation matrieseig� form a Lie group U(1) where the harge is thegroup generator. QED is thus a gauge theory with thesymmetry group U(1). The group is ommutative,therefore QED is an abelian theory.The �rst term of the Lagrangian (1) is onvenientlywritten as � �iD� (3)where the group ovariant derivativeD� = �� + igA� (4)has the property that under the gauge transformationD� ! eig�(x)D� : (5)

Note that F�� = 1ig [D�; D� ℄ : (6)Non-abelian (Yang-Mills) gauge theoriesQED is a very good re-normalizable theory, but itonly has one gauge boson, the photon, while you needa lot more for the standard model...Yang and Mills suggested to onsider more generalgroups of matriesU(x) = eiIa�a(x) (7)with some generators Ia, a = 1 : : : n, and Lie-algebras[Ia; Ib℄ = CabI: (8)If the struture onstants Cab are not equal zero, thetheory is alled non-Abelian.To make the theory gauge invariant a separate ve-tor �eld A�a is needed for eah group parameter �aand the gauge �eld beomes A� = IaA�a (there is nodi�erene whether the group index a is up or down).The generalized gauge transformation is now de�nedas�  !  0 = U ;A� ! A0� = UA�U�1 � 1ig��U � U�1 : (9)The transformation matries U have ertain dimen-sion and thus the �eld  , on whih the matrix oper-ates, beomes a olumn-vetor in this new dimen-sion1.In a Yang-Mills theory the fermioni �eld  is anon-trivial objet: it is an (generation/annihilation)operator in the spae of quantum states of the �eld;it is a Lorentz group bispinor; and it is also an objetrotated by a (usually fundamental) representation ofthe gauge group.The Yang-Mills �eld tensor isF�� = 1ig [D�; D� ℄= ��A� � ��A� + ig[A�; A� ℄= IaF a�� (10)and the Yang-Mills Lagrangian for the gauge �eld isLF = �14F��a F a�� : (11)Sine the Yang-Mills �eld tensor (10) ontains thegauge �eld ommutator, whih is of seond order in1this dimension is referred to as weak isospin spae for theweak interation and olor spae for the strong interation.



2the �eld, the Yang-Mills Lagrangian ontains thirdand fourth order terms. The non-abelian gaugebosons an thus self-interat.The gauge bosons are neessarily massless (as themass term breaks gauge invariane). However withthe so alled Higgs mehanism the gauge bosons anaquire e�etive mass through interations with theHiggs �eld.The number of gauge bosons is equal to the numberof generators in the gauge group. There is one gaugeboson, the photon, for the U(1) group; three gaugebosons for the SU(2) group; and eight gauge bosonsfor the SU(3) group.Exerises1. Find the (in�nitesimal) gauge-transformationrule for the gauge �eld Aa�.2. Show that the Yang-Mills �eld tensor (10) isgauge invariant.3. (This exerise is atually for the next note!)Show that the �elds A, Z, and W� are eigen-states of the harge operator Q̂.Hints:(a) How to de�ne an abstrat operator Îwhih represents an in�nitesimal gen-erator I:The ation of an in�nitesimal group element1 + iI�, ating on its relevant objet �, isby de�nition � ! (1 + iIÆ�)� � 1 + Æ�,where delta denotes group ovariant di�er-ential Æ� = iIÆ��.Thus, apparently, the ation of an abstratoperator Î , representing the generator I inthe spae of the objet � the operator Îats upon, an then be de�ned through theovariant di�erential Æ� of the objet underthe in�nitesimal group transformation.Î� = 1i Æ�Æ� �����=0 :(b) How the abstrat operator ŶW ats onthe gauge �elds B and W :Under the gauge transformation generatedby the week hyper-hargeU(1)W the ovari-ant part of the transformation of the �eldsB and W is zero, thusŶW2 B = ŶW2 W = 0 :

The �elds B and W are thus eigenstates ofŶW with the eigenvalue 0.() How the abstrat operator T̂3 ats onthe gauge �elds B and W :Under the in�nitesimal SU(2)L gaugetransformation,ÆB = 0 ; ÆW = i[�;W ℄ ;where � = �aTa, W = WaTa, Ta = 12�a.Thus T̂3B = 0 ;T̂3W = [T3;W ℄Then, apparently,̂T3W3 = 0T̂3W� = �W�where W� = 1p2 (W1 � iW2)(d) How the abstrat operator Q̂ ats onthe gauge �elds A, Z and W�:From the de�nition Q̂ = 12 ŶW + T̂3 it im-mediately follows thatQ̂A = 0Q̂Z = 0Q̂W� = �W�


